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with capacities of 1,000 to 1,200kg

HANGCHA GROUP CO., LTD. reserves the right to make any changes without notice concerning
colors, equipment, or specifications detailed in this brochure, or to discontinue individual
models. The colors of trucks, delivered may differ slightly from those in brochures.

The World of Hangcha

Economical Series,load capacity is 1000 to 1200kg.
The stacker is with attractive appearance,convenient
operation and energy saving.It is widely used in conditions of low intensity and short distances,meeting the
demands of most customers.

High-power,high-performance lifting
pumping station

The operation handle is for walkie with
lengthened design

Four colored LED battery meter

YOUGCI motor drive system

Reinforcing ribs are set between the
inner and outer masts

Eoonomical external charger

Germany imported waterproof
micro-switches

Key switch and electricity meter are
integrated in the handle

Advantages
/ Side –driven design effectively reduces the size of operation
channel.With small turning radius and better view,this stacker
is suitable for narrow spaces.
/ Though it is economical stacker,it is still equipped with
high-power and high-performance lifting pump station,which
ensures the goods lifting.
/ The turle speed switch on the handle makes low speed
control more precise.
/ Germany imported waterproof micro-switches are applied in
the cold,damp,dusty and other harsh environments.
/ YOUGCI motor drive system is with small size,light
weight,low loss and high efficiency.

Electric Stacker Specification
Manufacturer

HANGCHA GROUP CO.,LTD.

Model

CDD10-J/CDD12-J

Load capacity (kg)
Load capacity on Max. height(kg)
The max. lifting height(mm)

1000/1200
1000/1200

1000/1200

1000/1200

750/900

500/600

300

1600

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

Load center distance(mm)

600

Fork length(mm)

1150

Single fork width(mm)

160

Overall fork width(mm)

570/695

Lowered fork height

86

Fixed leg length(mm)

928

Single fixed leg width(mm)

124

Outside width between fixed legs(mm)

534/659

Turning radius(mm)

1336

Overall length(mm)

1755

Overall width(mm)

795

Extended mast height(mm)

2014

2451

2951

3451

3951

4451

Lowered mast height (mm)

2014

1494

1744

1994

2244

2494

Battery voltage(dimensions)mm

2x12V/100AH (260/169/215)

The charger

24V/10A

Lifting Motor

2.2kw.Lift speed,laden/unladen:92/136mm,Lowering speed,laden/unladen:112/98mm/s

Driving Motor

DC0.75kw.Driving speed:laden/unladen:4.0/4.2km/h

Working time of fully charged battery
Service weight(kg)

3h
425

441

453

465

477

489

